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Chapter 1 : Standardized Teaching? (Part 2) | Larry Cuban on School Reform and Classroom Practice
School Raze - Part 2 is the twenty-sixth episode of season eight of My Little Pony Friendship is Magic and the one
hundred and ninety-fifth overall. It is the second part of a two-part season finale. It is the second part of a two-part
season finale.

Part 1 is about greeting and getting acquainted on the first day. I plan to show the children the sign at circle
time and explain that if they see this sign on a shelf, it means that the works on that shelf require a special
lesson and they must be done with the Montessori teacher. The returning students are usually the first ones to
receive lessons from the closed shelves, as they may already be familiar with the material. I also remind my
Montessori students that each work is for one person at a time, so students may have to wait their turn if the
work they wish to do is being used by a classmate. I explain that it is important to be patient and to wait until
the work is returned to the shelf in the same manner in which it was found. I always invite the returning
Montessori students to help me demonstrate, and thank them each time for their assistance. I might say
something along the following lines: Marisa, would you please show our new friends where we keep our floor
mats? Thank-you Marisa, and would you please show our friends how we place the mat on the floor and
carefully unroll it? Johnny, would you please show our new friends how we carefully choose a work from the
shelf and place it on the floor mat? Thank-you Johnny, and I appreciate that you remembered that your work
goes on the mat and your body sits on the floor, not on the mat. Kriya, would you please show our friends how
we walk around the work mat and how careful we are to never step on the mats? Thank-you, Kriya, for being
so careful as you walked around the mat, and not on it. Maya, would you please show our friends how we tidy
up our work, and how we always remember to put our work back in the same spot where we found it on the
shelf? Thank-you Maya, and would you also show our friends how we roll up our mat slowly and carefully
and place it back in the basket so it looks straight and tall like all of the other mats? Orientation to Work
Tables Next I demonstrate in the same manner as above how we work at a table by choosing an activity,
carefully carrying the work tray to a table, remembering that each work is for one person only, how to tidy our
work so it looks just how we found it, how to tuck our chair when we are finished and how to put the work
tray back in the same place it was found. The older Montessori students love helping with the demonstrations
and it really builds their confidence and make them feel very grown up. The pride on their faces as they are
showing the younger children how to do things is so endearing! Preparing for Work After the table
demonstration, I would thank all of the students for sitting so patiently and would tell them that it is almost
time for them to choose some work in the classroom. I would end with another short finger play and remind
them that in our Montessori classroom we use walking feet and soft, inside voices. I might then ask them to
politely raise their hand if they are ready and then call them one by one beginning with the returning children
to quietly find a work on the shelf. It is also important that the Montessori teacher provides a great deal of
encouragement and reminders, and be consistent with reinforcing the routine and modeling the behavior you
want your Montessori preschool students to emulate. Circle time for the first week should be kept very simple
because the shorter you can keep it, the greater your chance of having a successful circle time. It is especially
challenging for the new Montessori students to sit still for any great length of time, so the shorter the circle
time, the better! Once your Montessori preschool students have a better understanding of the routine and are
able to sit a little longer, you can enrich your circle time in so many ways, from calendar time, props, sharing
time, show and tell, sound of the week, material presentations, role-playing, story time, music and movement
etc. My next blog will touch on enriching a circle time. We realize and respect that Montessori schools are
unique and may vary their schedules and offerings in accordance with the needs of their individual
communities. We hope that our readers will find our articles useful and inspiring as a contribution to the
global Montessori community.
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Chapter 2 : School Social Work - Encyclopedia of Social Work
Schools of the Future, Part 2: The Physical Space Across the U.S., school districts are embracing the concept of
future-ready schools, or schools that are rooted in the 21st Century Learning Framework.

This article is about the historical and evolution of social work practice in educational setting in the United
States. It traces major influences that are shaping the current practice. Updated on 4 November The previous
version of this content can be found here. Under the terms of the applicable license agreement governing use
of the Encyclopedia of Social Work accessed online, an authorized individual user may print out a PDF of a
single article for personal use, only for details see Privacy Policy and Legal Notice. This entry details the
genesis and development of this particular specialization to the early 21st century, exploring the history of the
profession, including policy and legislation that has either resulted from or affected schools on a national
level. Additionally, the entry explains the knowledge base of school social work, examines the regulation and
standards for both practice and practitioners, and considers future trends for the field. School social workers
started as and remain an integral link among school, home, and community. Those who choose this particular
field of social work provide direct services, as well as specialized services such as mental-health intervention,
crisis management and intervention, and facilitating community involvement in the schools. Working as an
interdisciplinary team member, school social workers not only continue to provide services to school children
and their families, but also continue to evaluate their roles, services, and consequently modify them to meet
organizational, contextual, and contemporary needs. School social work as a discipline continues to develop in
relation to social issues, needs of the school systems, continuing education, and evolving research, perhaps
more so than other school-based disciplines. Statistics indicate a recent upswing in the number of school social
workers or social-work services in schools. In the 21st century, practitioners will face evolving definitions of
personhood and family, disparities in terms of quality education and health care, and job opportunities that
will affect how children learn and function, not only in a school environment but also in their communities.
Through it all, school social work will continue to change, thrive, and provide evidence-based solutions for
children and families. Before discussing more fully the current trends and issues that are impacting, or have
the potential to impact, school social-work practice, it is vital to revisit and examine its historical evolution.
History Social work in schools began between and Allen-Meares, , with initial development outside the school
system, as private agencies and civic organizations took on the work Costin, It was not until that the first
Board of Education initiated and financed a formal visiting teacher program, placing visiting teachers in
special departments of the school under the administration and direction of the superintendent of schools.
Early Influences As the school social-work movement gained momentum, the early 20th century proved to be
a fruitful period in its development. Several important influences included the following: The passage of
compulsory school attendance laws: This attention led to support for the enactment of compulsory attendance
statutes, and by each state had passed its own version. The lack of effective enforcement led to the idea that
school attendance officers were needed, and Abbott and Breckinridge held that this responsibility should be
assigned to the school social worker. Knowledge of individual differences: As the scope of compulsory
education laws expanded, states were required to provide an educational experience for a variety of children.
At the same time, new knowledge about individual differences among children began to emerge. Previous to
this, there had been no real concern about whether children had different learning needs; those who presented
a challenge were simply not enrolled. Expansion During the s the number and the influence of school social
workers increased, largely as a result of a series of demonstrations held over 3 years, organized and funded by
the Commonwealth Fund of New York Oppenheimer, , which provided financial support to the National
Committee of Visiting Teachers and increased experimentation in the field of school social work. The s were
also the beginning of a therapeutic role for school social workers in public schools. According to Costin , the
increasing recognition of individual differences among children and interest on the part of the mental
hygienists in understanding behavior problems led to an effort on the part of visiting teachers to develop
techniques for the prevention of social maladjustment. Shifting Goals The development of social-work service
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was greatly hindered during the Depression, with services either abolished or reduced in volume Areson,
During this time, visiting teachers began viewing their role in a different way, with their early responsibilities
as attendance officers being replaced by the burgeoning role of social caseworker. Emphasis on Social
Casework By , the shift to social caseworker was complete. No longer were social change and neighborhood
conditions seen as the sole points of intervention. Instead, the profession was beginning to build its clinical
base, with the personality needs of the individual child taking primary attention. Changing Goals and Methods
Public schools came under attack in many different ways during the s. There were those who argued that
public education was not sufficient. Several studies documented adverse school policies and claimed that
inequality in educational opportunity existed as a result of racial segregation. There was considerable
discussion about the need for change, including change in the practices of both social workers and guidance
counselors. During this time, group work, which had previously been introduced to the school system, was
becoming a prominent method. Changing Demographics and Increased Recognition in Educational
Legislation During the s the number of school social workers increased, and at the same time more emphasis
was being placed on family, community, teaming with workers in other school-related disciplines, and the
education of handicapped pupils. This would be the first time, but not the last, that the importance of school
social workers was recognized and codified. Educational legislation continues to play a major role in the
definition and function of school social workers and in shaping and expanding the services they provide. The s
brought with them many more changes. National organizations grew and offered added support to the
specialty. Codified standards for school social workers were edited and tailored for relevance, and states
themselves began to take an active role in what it means to be a school social worker. In school social workers
were once again included in a major piece of legislationâ€”the American Education Act, which included eight
national goals, of which the major objectives were research promotion, consensus building, and systemic
change, to ensure equality of educational opportunities for all students. Additionally, two key pieces of
legislation have influenced the job and roles of school social workers. In , the Individuals with Disabilities
Education Act was authorized. Amended several times, the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act further
refined services, eligibility, parent involvement, assessment and testing, and learning opportunities for
students with disabilities or special needs IDEA, In , President George W. Bush signed into law a
comprehensive and controversial piece of federal legislation titled the No Child Left Behind Act Reauthorized
in , the act was conceived as a way to hold school systems and students accountable for learning and includes
standards for those with special needs. The Elementary and Secondary Education Act Flexibility legislation
allowed states to request waivers of specific provisions of No Child Left Behind to avoid unintentional
barriers to state and local educational reforms U. Department of Education, Knowledge Base of School Social
Work As school social work evolved, so too did different practice models. Alderson offered four models of
school social-work practice: Traditional Clinical Model The best known and most widely used model is the
traditional clinical model, which focuses on individual students with social and emotional problems that
interfere with their potential to learn. The school itself is considered the client, and school personnel are
involved in discussion, identification, and change. Community School Model The community school model
focuses primarily on communities with limited social and economic resources. This model assumes that
school personnel require ongoing and up-to-date information about social problems and their effects on school
children to have a complete understanding. Social Interaction The social interaction model emphasizes
reciprocal influences of the acts of individuals and groups. The target of intervention is the type and the
quality of exchanges between parties the child, groups of children, families, the school, and the community.
The school social worker takes on the role of mediator and facilitator, with the goal of seeking common
ground and common solutions. An amalgamation of several methods, Lela B. In a national survey of school
social work, authors found that school social workers largely provided mental-health services to at-risk
children and their families. In addition, most of the services provided were tier-three services Kelly et al.
Demographics and Standards State-by-state Regulation and Requirements Since the early s, the number of
state associations of school social workers has risen. Information on specific state associations for school
social workers may be found at http: Nationwide Number of Social Workers In , there were approximately ,
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social workers employed in the United States. Estimates suggest that , of these social workers were child,
family, and school social workers. This number includes Child Protective Services, many other government
jobs, and school social workers http: Over the years, the NASW standards have been revised to contextualize
this field of practice within new knowledge, new policies, and laws. Resources for School Social Workers In
addition to its specific standards for school social work, the NASW offers specialized certification as a
Certified School Social Work Specialist, as well as a dedicated specialty practice section. In addition, a new
national organization has recently been developed, the American Council for School Social Work, which
offers school-based social-work practitioners resources for educators and parents, recommended reading
through journals, articles, and books , and practice evaluation tools. Several regional councils also support
school social work. Trends and Directions New Structures, New Partners As we look into the future of school
social work, concerns about the quality and cost of education, student learning outcomes, accountability,
increased demand to serve more diverse student populations, and increased social problems among children
and families will challenge the profession to think creatively and differently about their services and how to
organize them for greater effectiveness and efficiency. What does this mean for school social-work services?
Although many school social workers are employed by local school districts, trends indicate that some school
systems are implementing new organizational structures and creating new partnerships. Some districts are
contracting with external mental-health service providers or other agencies in what they believe to be a
cost-efficient way to serve their students. Schools have also formed relevant partnerships, termed
school-linked or integrated services, with organizations such as health providers, which provide their services
through the school system Franklin, Among its most pressing issues, this field of practice will be facing a
myriad of changes and issues, including the following: Increased global competition and educational
excellence. School social workers will need to empirically demonstrate their contributions to the national
focus on performance measures and standardized tests and warn the school system about misuse and problems
facing vulnerable pupils. Specifically, as education reform has become a top political priority The White
House, , there have been growing pressures for school social workers to tie interventions to specific learning
outcomes such as test scores, grades, and attendance. Social, economic, and educational policy and its impact
on education. School social workers must be knowledgeable of those policies, advocate for those that are just,
and lobby for the elimination of those that are problematic. For example, the topics of violence and bullying
have become substantial in the media. Social workers should be knowledgeable about the literature associated
with these important issues and should keep school administrators informed when political pressures call for
radically changing a system that may already be working. The gap between those who are technologically
literate and those who are not will have an effect on poverty and unemployment rates. Working with other
relevant school personnel, school social workers must also make others aware of these inequities. Growing
diversity and new immigrant populations. Multicultural competency, including knowledge about new
immigrants, will challenge our public schools and consequently the profession. In response, school social
workers will need to increase their knowledge to remain effective assessors, advisors, and advocates for these
students. The focus on evidence-based interventions and outcomes, particularly within the context of the
three-tier model Response to Intervention and Positive Behavioral Intervention and Supports; Thompson,
Practitioners will need to keep abreast of and incorporate evidence-based interventions, new problem-solving
approaches, and innovative partnerships to address the needs of all students. Conclusion The American
public-education system is subject to numerous criticisms and challenges. Yet it is has proven to be resilient
and essential to the core values of our democracy. As adaptations or new innovations develop, the profession
of social work must not only respond, but also be proactive in shaping the future. School social workers
provide crucial social services in one of the most accessible settings, playing an integral role in prevention,
intervention, and positive change for school-age children and their families.
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The speaker in the video is William Cooper. This I find to be probably one of the best summaries or shortened
explanations for that ever old Quest, also called the Great Work of alchemy, and what.

The Christian canon differs in notable ways from the Hebrew canon. In the Hebrew Bible, Daniel is not one of
the prophetic books but is classed with the Writings. That is where we will treat it and under the heading of
apocalyptic literature rather than classical prophecy. The Christian canon uses the prophetic books to point
ahead and anticipate the Gospel, thus creating a climate of expectation with the promise-fulfillment scheme
that this ordering implies. In fact, the Latter Prophets, for the most part, fit within the history of the books of
Kings see Figure 1. Part of the challenge of comprehending the prophets collection is integrating the Latter
Prophets within the historical framework of the Former Prophets and remembering that the canonical order of
the Latter Prophets does not strictly match their historical order. Prophets often made use of earlier covenantal
principles, and some actually quote earlier sources as the basis for their own statements. All in all, there is a
considerable network of interdependence linking prophet to prophet, and prophet to tradition. The biblical
traditions are connected to regional political and ideological differences, so also ask yourself when you read
the text, when did this prophet live and work? What were the political and economic conditions at the time
when he spoke? Where did he prophesy? For example, it makes a big difference whether a prophet was from
Judah or Israel and whether he comes from a major city or from the countryside. Also ask, what prophetic
speech type genre did the prophet use to make his preaching effective? Why did he use this genre? Keep in
mind that each of the prophetic books in both the Former and Latter collections has a composition history. In
most cases, the book was written many years after the setting of the events referenced in the book. This reality
entails the likelihood that the composition setting of the book impacts how the past was remembered. History
is always told for reasons beyond that of simply constructing a record of past events. Much scholarly
investigation of the prophets attempts to clarify what those reasons may have been. On many fronts then,
biblical prophetic literature presents challenges to the modern reader and requires research. At the beginning,
the people are a migrant wilderness group. As told in the book bearing his name, Joshua moves them into
Canaan. Judges recounts the difficulty of settling the land and defending it against various enemies. One is the
theological perspective of the writers and compilers of this account. By recognizing the outlook governing its
composition, we can better understand the intent of the story. The other issue, not unrelated to the first, is the
relationship between this theological literature and the history of events. The Former Prophets may be termed
history, but the writers were not creating documentary history. They believed that cause and effect accounted
for historical outcomes, but their analysis included divine causality in addition to human power politics and
economic factors. In this sense, they are prophetic. Deuteronomy is the narrative bridge between the Torah and
the Prophets. It does double duty in the sense that it concludes the Torah and also sets the stage for the
Prophets see Figure 2. As the conclusion of the Torah, it wraps up the early history of Israel and does so by
sounding a note of anticipation. Moses had brought the Israelites to the edge of the Promised Land, but he
himself died there. The great promises of land and statehood still awaited fulfillment. The people were not yet
in their promised homeland. Concluding the Torah with the book of Deuteronomy creates a climate of
expectancy, and the promises were fulfilled, at least almost so, in the book of Joshua. Each implies a different
relationship between promise and fulfillment, as well as differently reconstructed composition histories. Some
authorities believe that Joshua, the story of capturing Canaan, should be attached to the Pentateuch because it
brings the promise of land to fulfillment. This would make the Hexateuch , a six-book unit, the major
structural unit. Others believe that Deuteronomy was once attached to the Former Prophets. This would have
made Genesis through Numbers a more natural collection too, called the Tetrateuch , a four-book unit. We
have seen that the classical literary sources J, E, and P constitute these books, whereas the book of
Deuteronomy stands apart for a number of reasons see RTOT Chapter 5. Of course, neither a Tetrateuch nor a
Hexateuch emerged within the canonical tradition; instead, the Pentateuch collection, a five-book unit, won
the day. According to this view, the Deuteronomistic History was completed shortly after the latest event
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mentioned in the book of Kings. Much study has focused on the perspective and theme of the Deuteronomistic
History. Noth was the first scholar to develop the theory of a Deuteronomistic History. Written to the Judean
refugees of the Babylonian exile, the DH justified God and at least provided the assurance to the exiles that
what happened happened for a reason. Von Rad found a more positive motivation behind the DH. In addition
to the theme of judgment, which is most definitely present in the DH, von Rad suggests that grace was also
there. Hope for the future was based on the covenant that Yhwh had made with the house of David. That hope
was still alive in the person of Jehoiachin. Von Rad argues that the release of Jehoiachin from prison, the note
on which the book ends, was intended to inspire the exiles. He argues that the DH is essentially a call to
repentance. It urges the exiles to turn from their disregard of God and change their fundamental disposition.
Only in this way would God restore his people to the covenant. It is unrealistic to try to reduce such a complex
work as the DH to one or two overarching themes. What these scholars have done is demonstrate the presence
of certain significant themes that interweave the books of the DH. The presence of what seem to be multiple
themes probably reflects a complex history of composition. The writers of the DH drew from many different
sources and blocks of tradition. Within the individual books of the DH there are references to source books
such as the Book of the Chronicles of the Kings of Israel. And the individual books vary in tone, further
evidencing development. A comparison of Joshua and Judges, for example, demonstrates how different in
character and outlook they are while both still have Deuteronomic characteristics. Cross gives one account of
the complex editing of the DH. He theorizes that there were two editions of the DH. It was written to be the
inspiration for the reform program of Josiah. The second edition was completed during the exile around BCE.
It consisted of a modest rewriting of the first edition by a second Deuteronomistic editor Dtr2. This more
complete telling of the history of Israel and Judah becomes the occasion to enjoin the exiles to live faithfully.
The precise setting, intent, and composition history of the Deuteronomistic History is still under discussion,
but its broad philosophy of history is not. The DH tells us that Israel prospered as a nation when the people,
and especially its leadership, adhered to the terms of the covenant that Yhwh had made with the people at
Mount Sinai. If the nation was faithful, they experienced prosperity. If the nation ran into difficulty, it was
because they had neglected the service of its God. A consistent pattern was seen to work out in history. If the
people sinned, God sent punishment. If the people then repented, God sent deliverance. If the people got in
trouble, God was always there to help but only if they reaffirmed their covenant commitment. But they were
never disowned. This historical cycle is called the Deuteronomic theme and can be summarized by the four
arcs of the cycle: Moreover, it provided a measure of control over the future. How the nation would fare was
up to the people and their faithfulness. Although the DH maintains this consistent overall perspective, each of
the four books has its own literary unity, historical focus, compositional style, and theological nuance. These
will be unpacked as we examine each of the books in turn. But the DH and CH themselves are ideological
literature; that is, they bring a certain perspective to bear on the telling. These works may thus tell us a great
deal about the spirit of their times and the perspective of the writers in addition to the events of national
history. There is a strong tendency in modern studies to view the DH as theological literature as much as
historical chronicle. External historical documentation and archaeological data were circumstantial at best. As
we saw, the likes of Noah, Abraham, and Moses have no independent verification, and even the sojourn of the
Hebrews in Egypt has nothing to specifically confirm it outside the Bible. This situation changes with the
prophetic literature. There is more to work with, and the substantial amount of external evidence available to
us in the form of archaeological data and inscriptional documentation has prompted both an appreciation of
the biblical text and a reevaluation of the biblical data. This in turn has given rise to new approaches to the
history and religion of biblical Israel. The first solid evidence appears during the time of Omri, an Israelite
king of the s. This does not mean that the biblical story is necessarily inaccurate or that its players did not
exist. Reasonable historians are quick to point out that absence of evidence is not evidence of absence. Still, it
is fair to say that the climate in modern biblical studies lends itself to historical skepticism given the arguably
ideological nature of the texts and the ambiguous witness of external evidence. The academic study of the
ancient Middle East for the most part has divorced itself from the goal that it had in earlier times, that of
reinforcing the accuracy of the biblical text. Today, Palestinian archaeology and textual studies are pursued
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largely as disciplines independent of a biblical or religious agenda. Archaeology has clarified the patterns of
settlement, the movements of peoples, population densities, and material culture in all its variations. Social
anthropology has defined the nature of tribal societies, patterns of nomadism and urbanization, economic and
political processes, and the formation and organization of nation-states. Historical and textual analysis of
official and popular documents clarify political, economic, and social conditions.
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Part 2 has been delivering high quality after school, summer camps and preschool programs to public schools all over
Chittenden County. The Homestead will be our first "site based" preschool program and we couldn't be more excited
about it.

Scroll down to content The Homestead: A Part 2 Preschool Part 2 has been delivering high quality after
school, summer camps and preschool programs to public schools all over Chittenden County. Our Mission
Part 2 Preschool at the Homestead provides a foundational curriculum offering children a safe, loving,
learning environment in which to explore and attain skills that are essential to being responsible, respectful
members of society. We look forward to supporting the development of your child as we help to guide their
progress in academic, social, emotional, physical, and life skills. We use a loving approach to foster mindful
interactions with each other and the world around us. Our Philosophy The Homestead believes in the unique
spirit of each child. We believe that it is our role to honor this by providing a balanced program that
incorporates child-centered exploration with teacher directed guidance to make new experiences and concepts
available to the children. Our gently structured day provides security for the children in its consistency. Our
School The Homestead offers a thoughtfully designed space in which the children can explore, create, play,
and develop skills. The vision of an open field dappled with colorful blossoms anchored by treasures from a
time gone by is the guiding metaphor for our school. We have created a space where children will blossom.
The classrooms are attractive, spacious, clean, and orderly to invoke a sense of comfort and security in the
environment for the children to interact with each other and the materials. Playground Our playground
structure was custom designed with a small business out of Maine called Cedarworks. It is advertised to be
splinter-free wood as well! The beautiful design of our outdoor play area will provide inspiration for many
imaginative games, and house hours of fun, active play for your child. The cushioning material on the ground
underneath the climbing structure is called Jellybean mulch. It is made from recycled rubber chips. Rubber
mulch is the safest cushioning material and is safety rated for falls up to 17 feet our structure is not that high!
These rubber pieces do not come from tires, and they are not painted as many rubber mulch products are.
Further, they do not retain heat like other rubber mulch products. This material, unlike other options, will not
freeze, compact down, rot, or attract insects and animals. There are monthly themes to guide the activities and
lessons. Our skilled teachers differentiate instruction to support each child where they are in their
development; the lessons accommodate a variety of learning styles. Our Teachers Joanne Pillsbury I grew up
in Shelburne, where my family was very active in the community. I have a large extended family, who we
visited every weekend. Being raised in a close knit family gave me the opportunity to spend time with my
young cousins, and this is what first sparked my love of working with young children. The values of hard
work, gratitude, humor, and thoughtfulness were instilled in me at an early age, and these are values that I
strive to embody each day. I reside in Essex with my husband and three children. I enjoy singing, boating,
traveling, and spending time with my family. I am also an avid sports fan! I began teaching preschool in and
fell in love with teaching our youngest learners. I have taught children ages two, three and pre-kindergarten. I
loved being able to work with the families as much as the children, and in my position of leadership I helped
to guide teachers in their important work. As a parent and educator I value my work in Early Education and I
consider it an honor that families choose to entrust their precious children to our care. With humor and a
loving, open heart, I believe in building strong relationships in order to be able to effectively communicate and
meet the needs of the children, families and staff with whom I work. I want everyone to thrive in a healthy,
happy environment. Kathleen Schaffner For the past 20 years, I have been lucky enough to work in education,
and I could not be more excited to continue my journey at The Homestead. I graduated from St. Bonaventure
University with a degree in Sociology and Spanish. In addition to taking college classes, I volunteered at a
primary school tutoring children in English. After graduation, I traveled to Costa Rica where my love of
education and working with young children began. I taught in a Kindergarten classroom at a beautiful
bilingual elementary school nestled in the cloud forest of Monteverde. I fell in love with Vermont and never
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left after graduation. My first teaching job was as a reading specialist in a first grade classroom at the Warren
School in Warren. I then began teaching at The Renaissance School and spent six years teaching first through
third grade. I moved to Heartworks in Burlington to teach Pre-Kindergarten for three years before becoming
the School Director, a position I held for ten years. In my free time I enjoy running, reading, travelling,
playing field hockey, enjoying Vermont and spending time with my husband and two children. I look forward
to working with your family.
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Chapter 5 : Program Prerequisites
Survey Of The St. Louis Public Schools, Part Two: The Work Of The Schools () [Charles H. Judd] on
calendrierdelascience.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. This scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of
the original.

Find an Online Degree: PTs and PTAs are employed by hospitals, private practices, and other clinical settings,
working closely with doctors, nurses, and other medical consultants. Many physical therapists, after gaining
experience in such settings, choose to open their own PT practices, though this requires business skill and
credentials. Still other physical therapists work for high-end fitness centers or major sports organizations.
Online PT programs are available at the undergraduate and graduate level. Undergraduate programs prepare
students for a career as a physical therapy aide or assistant, while graduate programs prepare students to
become a physical therapist. Undergraduate PT degrees teach students about the basic theories and practices of
physical therapy, human anatomy, patient care, therapeutic exercises, and pathophysiology. An associate
degree in physical therapy is appropriate for people who wish to be PTAs, or who would like to more slowly
ease themselves into postsecondary study. PT graduate training programs draw all types of students and
professionals. Some have expansive medical backgrounds but have opted for physical therapy training over
nursing or medical school. Others may have athletic backgrounds and have garnered an interest in working
with those who have injuries or other physical issues. Classes include gerontology, orthopaedics, clinical
assessment, and medical law, which is especially useful for students who aspire to open their own practice.
Students who are on a quarter system typically have to earn about credits, while those attending a school on
the semester system must earn somewhere around credits. By the time they graduate, PT majors will
understand the way human bones, muscles and joints work together in the human body. Some programs
include general medical courses, including those in ethics, the healthcare system, and healthcare law.
Pharmacology and neuroscience are also important for physical therapy students. General education classes in
the arts and humanities can also be expected in any undergraduate program. Many of the chemistry, biology,
physics, and physiology classes require students to complete lab components. Online students may need to
come to campus in order to do these hands-on assignments. Pre-physical therapy degree programs may also
require students to complete an internship in a PT setting during their degree programs. The PT internships in
these degree programs usually require at least hours of work in the physical therapy setting. Successful
pre-physical therapy graduates may go on to apply to doctoral programs. In addition to their degrees, DPT
program graduates will need to earn physical therapy licenses for their state before they can legally practice.
To earn this license, students must graduate from a PT program that is approved by the Commission on
Accreditation of Physical Therapy Education , and they must pass the Physical Therapy National Examination.
DPT programs usually consist of to credit hours. Applicants are required to have a baccalaureate degree and
often must submit undergraduate transcripts, reference letters, and standardized test scores. These programs
can take fewer than three years to complete based on the professional and educational background of the
applicant. Curriculum Doctoral degree programs in physical therapy teach students how to properly assess and
treat patients with dysfunctional movements from pre-existing conditions. While the general classes in DPT
programs can be completed online, students may need to complete clinical courses on campus. Along with the
didactic coursework, most programs also require students to complete fellowships or clinical rotations to help
them gain hands-on experience. Examples of course topics include neuroscience, community health, human
anatomy and physiology, injuries of the musculoskeletal system, pediatric physical therapy, pharmacology,
research methods, and biomechanics. Classes like functional anatomy give students a medical science
background, while specific physical therapy courses, like therapeutic modality interventions, discuss actual
physical exercises and techniques students can use to rehabilitate patients. Physical therapy aide certificates
can generally be completed in a few months and focus on basic knowledge needed to assist PTs in their
day-to-day activities. Students in these online certificate programs will take classes on medical terminology
and various treatment techniques employed by physical therapists. Practicing physical therapists may choose
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to enroll in a more advanced online certificate program. These types of certificates focus on a specific aspect
of physical therapy practice and allow practicing PTs to delve deeper into subjects that interest them. View
Certificate Programs 13 View Certificate Programs 13 What Students Will Learn in an Online Physical
Therapy Program Physical therapy degrees train students to rehabilitate patients who have some sort of
functional impairment to their physical movement; this impairment may come from an injury, genetic defect,
or disease. To learn the skills to help patients recover their range of motion or relieve pain, students take
courses in natural science, physical therapy techniques, and patient management; this physical therapy theory
is then applied during intensive clinical rotations. Here are some examples of the courses required throughout
undergraduate and graduate PT programs: This foundational science course provides students with an in-depth
understanding of the musculoskeletal system. Students learn to identify the different muscle and organ
systems. Bedside manner and methods for evaluating patient cases are explored in this course. Students learn
how to interview patients and review medical records. Students learn the skills for interacting with patients in
a medical setting. Through clinical rounds, students observe and diagnose patients under the guidance of an
experienced physical therapist. Through these classes, students learn more about the diagnostic process and
appropriate interventions for particular cases. Exercise and Manual Techniques: Students study manipulation
of the limbs and other exercises to increase range of motion. Hands-on stimulation, such as massage, is also
discussed. Students study the growth and development of the human body, from conception to adulthood. This
allows students to understand how illnesses can affect people differently at different life stages. Kinesiology
and Body Science: These classes cover the mechanics of the human body. Students learn how the
musculoskeletal system works to afford movement, and how this movement can become impaired. This is a
specialized clinical course that covers particular exercises and assistive devices for musculoskeletal injuries.
Topics like balance training and gait are discussed. Neuroscience and cellular biology are two courses that are
commonly included in graduate programs in physical therapy. Since physical movement is governed by many
natural processes, these foundational science classes can shed light on different aspects of movement. For
example, neuroscience courses discuss how trauma to the brain through injuries like strokes can influence how
the body functions. Students learn the major strategies for relieving pain and restoring motion through
exercise. This clinical course covers the exercises themselves and the skills for instructing and assisting
patients in performing the exercises. Is Hands-On Training Required? Physical therapy is obviously a very
hands-on profession, and physical therapy students need to learn clinical skills. Many online PT degrees are
hybrid programs, which combine online courses with on-campus clinicals. Online classes cover topics like
pharmacology, exercise physiology, communication, biomechanics, and physical agents. In on-site clinical
classes and labs, students learn about musculoskeletal physical therapy, medical diagnosis, neuromuscular
systems, pediatrics, and more. Students can choose to major in any area that interests them, as long as they
complete the classes necessary for grad school admission. Common required classes include biology,
chemistry, anatomy, physiology, statistics, and psychology. Check out the graduate programs that you might
want to attend to make sure you are taking the necessary prerequisites. Most programs require lab classes in
subjects like biology and chemistry, and online students will need to complete these on-site. If you are a
practicing physical therapist, you may choose to earn the transitional Doctor of Physical Therapy online. The
transitional DPT program is almost entirely online. It is a flexible way for current PTs to learn the latest skills
in the field and to gain the higher credential. If you are new to the physical therapy field, there are entry-level
DPT programs that use a hybrid structure. This means that students complete some courses online, while also
doing face-to-face study to learn clinical skills. Becoming a Physical Therapy Assistant It takes many years of
education to become a licensed physical therapist. PTAs help PTs with everyday administrative tasks, along
with routine clinical ones. A career as a PTA requires an associate degree in physical therapy, a program that
can be completed in about two years. Several community colleges, vocational schools and technical schools
offer the program, and it can also be completed online. Physical therapy assistants work under the direction of
PTs to keep the practice running smoothly. They may work on office administration tasks, such as updating
medical records, welcoming arriving patients, and maintaining office correspondence. Physical therapy
assistants also work with patients before and after a treatment plan has been developed. Like the physical
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therapy profession, PTAs have education requirements that are regulated at the state level. Those who wish to
enter this profession must complete an accredited associate degree program; these online physical therapy
assistant programs are offered by community and junior colleges, allied healthcare organizations, and career
colleges. In these programs, students take general liberal arts courses, as well as natural science classes such as
biology, exercise physiology, and kinesiology. Students are required to complete a significant clinical
internship in order to get hands-on experience before they hit the job market. After graduation, certification
and licensing are the next steps toward starting work as a PTA. Requirements vary from state to state, but
most states require CPR and first aid examinations, as well as a certain amount of fieldwork hours.
Accreditation and Licensing Requirements All professional physical therapists and physical therapist
assistants must obtain a license before they can legally practice in the United States. Licensing requirements
are regulated by individual state PT boards, but most require graduation from an accredited program, a certain
number of hours of clinical work, and a passing score on the National Physical Therapy Examination NPTE.
Some states also require that applicants pass separate tests on medical ethics or jurisprudence. Along with the
required state license, physical therapists also have the opportunity to earn voluntary professional certification
in specialist areas; credentials are offered by physical therapy professional organizations. Accreditation
ensures that PT and PTA degree programs adhere to certain academic standards and graduate competent
professionals. PTA programs are accredited at the associate level. To maintain licensure in most states, PTs
must complete continuing education classes every few years to update their training. Students should contact
their state board directly to make sure they have the most current information about licensure. The FSBPT has
more information about the eligibility requirements for the national exam and contact information for state
licensing boards. Related Careers and Specializations Practicing PTs may, at some point in their careers,
choose to pursue a specialty in one aspect of the physical therapy field. In order to take this next step in their
career, they must complete a certification in physical therapy.
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Chapter 6 : The Farm Bill Stalemate, Part 2: The SNAP Question â€¢ farmdoc daily
Work closely with staff to agree how to go about gathering evidence linked to the experiences of vulnerable groups in as
part of your school community. This.

Summary Analysis Two years later, it is summer break and Wes wakes up to the sound of the phone ringing.
Although Tony is only 14, he has been dealing drugs for four years and has an intimidating reputation. On the
one hand, he is a positive and supportive influence, the closest thing to a father Wes has. However, as Wes
becomes more dedicated to football, he pays less attention to this academic work. He is intelligent and
capable, and gets bored easily, which means his grades have slipped. Wes rummages around the house for
loose change before running out to meet Woody. Wes is naturally gifted, but perversely this ends up working
against him at school. Without sufficient resources and opportunities to push him to succeed, Wes remains
apathetic in class. While football provides a positive outlet and sense of belonging, it also distracts Wes,
arguably giving him a false sense of confidence about his future prospects. Although both Tony and Mary
have encouraged Wes to prioritize his education, Wes prefers the more immediate reward and sense of
community that come from playing sports. Wes plays defense to a boy who yells at him to back off, which
only makes Wes more aggressive. The boy punches Wes, who stands still for a moment, stunned, before
sprinting home. Wes thinks of Tony, who sometimes brings him to the Murphy Homes to practice fighting.
Woody notices that the police have pulled up outside, but before he has time to warn his friend, Wes runs out
holding the knife. This is the first moment in which we see Wes make an objectively bad decision. Although
he is not the one to throw the first punch, it would have been possible for him not to retaliate, especially
considering that Woody encourages him to drop it. Moreover, not only does Wes decide to get the kid back,
but he dramatically escalates the situation by running to retrieve a knife. Although Wes is only a kid, he lives
in a tough, dangerous world in which he must prove that he is not weak. Active Themes One of the police
officers tells Wes to put down the knife, but he barely notices. Woody protests, until the police put him in
handcuffs as well. At the same time, the way Woody and Wes are treated by the police also seems unjust.
Although they are engaged in violence, they are still only 8 years old. Is the violent reaction of the police
really justified? Moore describes walking downstairs one night to find his mother half-asleep on the couch.
Worried about the impact of a legal battle on her children, Joy chooses not to sue the hospital; she puts the
out-of-court settlement toward training paramedics in a technique that addresses respiratory failure.
Eventually, Joy calls her parents and asks if she can move in with them in the Bronx. Three weeks later, she
and the kids pack up and leave Baltimore for good. While it is tempting to try and make sense of such a
random event, Moore shows that it is more important to focus on making good choices in the aftermath of the
event. James Thomas, used to be a minister, while his grandmother, Winell, taught elementary school. Like
their daughter, James and Winell Thomas have worked hard all their lives, dedicating themselves to making a
positive contribution to their adopted country and community. Once again, Moore highlights that no matter
how many good choices a person makes, their external circumstances will always be beyond their control.
James, meanwhile, moved to the Bronx and became the first black minister in the Dutch Reformed Church.
Through a combination of luck and determination, James works to make himself a crucial part of his new
community. In doing so, he lays the groundwork for his children and grandchildren to feel the same sense of
belonging within a society still plagued by racism and inequality. He reaches a court where all the players are
older, bigger, and better than him, and enjoys playing against them. He notices how the Bronx kids are
different from those in his old neighborhood, with their own slang and style. Within the basketball court, many
different kinds of people congregate, from drug dealers to straight-A students. Poverty and violence have
ravaged the community to the point that it seems like a hellish, forgotten corner of the world. However,
beneath the surface lies a different story. The Bronx is bubbling with culture, including the new musical genre
of hip hop and its associated street style. And of course, kids in the Bronxâ€”while tough on the outsideâ€”are
actually not different from kids anywhere else. In Search of Home. Retrieved November 9,
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Chapter 7 : Schools of the Future, Part 2: The Physical Space : Market Research Report
In Part 2, we explore the issues concerning the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) and how they are
contributing to the stalemate. The issues surrounding SNAP offer an important contrast to those discussed in Part 1 for
covered commodities.

Over decades, classroom organization and teacher behavior also slowly changed. By , Classrooms were now
filled with tables and movable desks, particularly in the early grades, so students faced one another.
Jean-wearing teachers drinking coffee smiled often at their classes. The constancy of the age-graded school
too often masks these incremental changes as classrooms became standardized. Has a similar process occurred
in the standardization of teaching? Within age-graded structures separate classrooms with groups of children
that have to be controlled, curricular chunks covered in each grade with texts, periodic tests, a daily schedule
certain kinds of teaching fit better than others. Each tradition has had a grab-bag of names: Each tradition has
its own goals transmit knowledge to next generation vs. These are pedagogical choices anchored in beliefs.
Educational battles have been fought time and again over these traditions in how teachers should teach reading
phonics vs. Yet even at the height of these public wars fought in words and competing policies, teachers
taught lessons that combined both traditions. Since the lates, however, states have embraced standards-based
reforms, accountability measures, and mandated testing e. How, then, in the past quarter-century of standards
and accountability-driven schooling have teachers organized instruction, grouped students, and taught lessons?
For those who listen to teachers, the answer is self-evident. Classroom stories and teacher surveys have
reported again and again that more lesson time is spent preparing students for high-stakes tests. And what is
taught has narrowed to what appears on tests. Such stories and research studies describe classroom instruction,
particularly in largely poor and minority schools, as more teacher-centered, focused on meeting prescribed
state standards and raising test scores. Teachers have felt pressured to drop student-centered activities such as
small group work, discussions, learning centers, and writing portfolios because such activities take away
precious classroom time from standards-based curriculum and test preparation. I can sum up the evidence
during these years of strong state and federal backing for standards-based reform and accountability into the
following statements: Where state and federal authorities threatened districts and schools with restructuring or
closure for low student performance, shame and fear drove many administrators and teachers to prepare
students to pass these high-stakes tests. Teachers spent time in directing students to get ready for the skills and
knowledge that would be on the state tests. Yes, a shift in classroom practices occurred with more whole
group instruction, more seatwork, and more teacher-directed tasks such as lectures and worksheets in
secondary school classrooms All were aimed at improving student performance on state tests. In short,
teachers have had a degree of autonomyâ€”some more, some lessâ€”to arrange their classrooms, group for
instruction, and choose among different activities for the lessons they taught even in the midst of being labeled
failures and threats of closing down schools. Yet, the struggle over how teachers should teach continues.
Policymakers, researchers, practitioners, parents, and, yes, students need to know that both constancy and
change have occurred in teaching over many decades. Knowing that these competing traditions of
teachingâ€”whatever label is given to each oneâ€”turn up in classrooms in call up anew the persistent fact that
larger societal issues e. So there is no standardized teaching model forged in the past that exists in U.
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Chapter 8 : Children & Schools
In Part 1, I made the point that the structure of the age-graded school, introduced in the U.S. in midth century, has
become the taken-for-granted way for organizing schools ever since. One-room schoolhouses, the heretofore dominant
way of structuring schools, went the way of the dodo bird. A.

It is the second part of a two-part season finale. The title is a parody of the eighth season premiere School
Daze. Contents [ show ] Production Royal guards. Summary The truth about Cozy Glow Tirek takes delight in
knowing his enemies were outsmarted by a little filly. With the magic of Equestria drained, the Mane Six are
unable to open the gates of Tartarus and escape. Promising that the school will be run in accordance with the
E. Meanwhile, in the catacombs under the school, Sandbar and the Cutie Mark Crusaders try to free Starlight
Glimmer from her magic confinement, but whenever they get close, the magic tries to ensnare them as well.
With Twilight and her friends trapped in Tartarus and Princess Celestia out of reach in Canterlot , the
Crusaders wonder who they can turn to for help, and Sandbar gets an idea. Sandbar and the Crusaders bust the
rest of their friends out. Cozy explains that she needs help cleaning the school, but upon leading the Crusaders
to a supply closet, she locks them inside, fully aware that they were just distracting her. With this knowledge,
Neighsay uses the remaining magic in his medallion to open a portal to Canterlot so he can inform the
princesses. Escape from Tartarus Twilight uses the combined magic of everyone in Tartarus to open a way
out. Back in Tartarus, Twilight enacts a plan to channel the magic of its imprisoned creatures to open a way
out. Tirek boasts that her plan is futile because every ounce of Equestrian magic will be gone by sunset.
Twilight points out, however, that once the magic is gone, Tirek will be trapped forever with the ponies he
hates as his permanent company. The creatures and Tirek give their magic to Twilight, and Twilight uses their
combined magic to open the gates of Tartarus. Twilight and her friends escape through the doors just before
they close again. Unfortunately, the sun has already gone down by this time, meaning all the magic of
Equestria is now gone for good. What does that mean? Battle for the school Cozy Glow turns her army of
students on the Young Six. Sandbar leads his friends back into the catacombs under the school, where
Starlight Glimmer is still trapped with the collected magic of Equestria. Ocellus deduces that Cozy Glow has
linked the six artifacts from A Matter of Principals together to drain magic from Equestria like a magnet and
that removing the artifacts from the circuit should deactivate it. She warns, however, that feedback from the
deactivation could destroy the school entirely. The Young Six try to convince the other students that Cozy is
manipulating them, but Cozy has completely persuaded them to her side, even leading them to believe the
Young Six sent Twilight and the others to Tartarus and captured Starlight Glimmer. The students attack the
Young Six, and as they try to fight back, Gallus gets caught in the magic sphere with Starlight, and his friends
get caught as well while trying to save him. As their bodies glow in a manner similar to the Elements of
Harmony , the Young Six grab the artifacts and shut off the magic-draining spell, causing all the magic of
Equestria to be released and returned to its rightful owners. With her magic restored, Twilight is able to
teleport herself and her friends back to the school. Friendship and power Twilight and her friends confront the
evil Cozy Glow. Starlight teleports herself and the Young Six to safety, and Cozy Glow angrily curses the
Young Six for ruining her plans. When the Mane Six appear to confront Cozy Glow for deceiving them, she
tries desperately to save face, but the ponies tell her that Tirek told them everything. Cozy Glow callously
dismisses the values of friendship and tries to escape so that she can try her plan again somewhere else, but
she is stopped by the other students, the princesses, Chancellor Neighsay, and the royal guards. Epilogue
Neighsay admits he was wrong about non-ponies. Some time later, Neighsay admits to Twilight that she truly
is the only one capable of running the School of Friendship. The Young Six appear in graduation gowns,
believing saving Equestria from Cozy Glow qualifies them to graduate from school. However, Twilight tells
them learning everything about friendship takes more than one semester, much to their disappointment.
Neighsay also admits how wrong he was about non-ponies being incapable of learning about friendship. The
finale ends with Cozy Glow greeting her fellow inmate and ominously asking if he wants to be her friend as
she gives off a sinister smile. Cozy Glow is behind all of this?! Sandbar not turn his back! Sandbar is our
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friend! That sounds too clever for a pony to come up with. The reign of Princess Twilight is over! And as
headmare of the School of Friendship, nopony will have more friends than me! Making me the most powerful
pony in Equestria! Now that nasty pony met even nastier pony, maybe nasty pony not be so nasty. Have you
even thought about what losing magic would mean? It means the six of you will be trapped here! I can do this
all eternity. I know a diversion when I see it! Finals are coming up, you know? Gallery School Raze - Part 2
image gallery References.
Chapter 9 : It's About Time, Teachers!: Word Work, the Reading Recovery Way - Pt. 2
In a work session, the Wake County school board approves proposed changes to the calendar for and hears a pitch for
out-sourced teacher and parent counseling services. The virtues and.
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